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The answers are out there. Finding them seems to be the difficult part. Most people, 

when searching for guidance, direction or even inspiration, are not sure where to look. 

Recently thousands converged in Spokane for the Mind, Body and Spirit Fair, seeking 

answers they felt only can come from beyond their mortality. On Wednesday, they will 

have another chance, when local spiritual advisers and psychics gather at the Coeur 

d'Alene Senior Center for the Festival of Light Fair. 

Bonnie Whiting of Angel Network in Coeur d'Alene has assembled some of the best 

local talent in alternative healing and spiritual guidance for the fair, which will be held 

every third Wednesday of the month. 

"This isn't about amazing people with our ability," said Whiting. "It's about the amazing 

things that go on around us that so many people choose to ignore. It's a validation that 

there is life beyond us and we are never truly alone." 

The festival will offer sports massage, tai-chi classes, and reflexology, as well as 

psychic readings. What it wants to avoid is the stereotype of crystal balls and 

infomercial scams that are generally associated with psychic fairs. 

"There is no palm reading or astrology or fortune telling," said Whiting. "None of the 

sort. It's about understanding yourself and your place in the universe. This is something 

you can bring the whole family to and learn what a psychic can do for you." 

Psychics are increasingly becoming more accepted, as evidenced by "Crossing Over 

with John Edwards," one of the highest rated syndicated television shows currently on 



the air. Shows featuring other psychics are slated for the fall. Police departments also 

have been known to consult psychics, and newspapers worldwide even indulge in 

giving spiritual advice by running daily horoscopes. 

Whiting invites all, even non-believers, to attend the shows. She just asks to leave a 

crack open on a closed mind to allow a little light in and accept the possibilities. 

"I welcome all skeptics," said Whiting. "I want them to challenge me. If I can prove to 

them what is going on, then it's also a validation of what I am doing." 

The festival runs from 6 to 9 p.m. There will be workshops to attend and Whiting will 

host "Reach for the Light" in which she will demonstrate her ability to communicate with 

loved ones who have died, much like Edwards does in "Crossing Over." 

Crystal Marie of Direct Connect will then join with Whiting for the second show to give a 

double perspective. 

"I have asked some of what I consider the best talent in the area," said Whiting. "People 

don't have to travel a long way to get the help they need. 

"Nor do they have to spend hundreds of dollars to get the same answers that we can 

give them for spiritual advice. Along the same lines, we are only interested in helping 

people, not our checking accounts. It's also for people to observe the different styles of 

reading that are available to them." 

The fair will also feature a wide array of merchants selling everything from clothing to 

candles to beauty products. 

Reach For The Light is free, but there is a nominal fee for the workshops and the 

services. 

"People can come just to observe," said Whiting. "To witness other options. It is really a 

festive atmosphere and with every fair we have had, the place is just buzzing with 



excitement. Most just want to know if they are doing OK. They can come in and just 

relax and have fun and hopefully leave feeling inspired and enlightened with what they 

have experienced." 
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